Joshua Tree
American dream at the crossroads, a family’s struggle..
Set in the USA heartland following the global 2008 economic collapse, Kate, a recently divorced
suburban mother of two young girls struggles to hold onto the American dream. Facing home
foreclosure, an inhibited and dysfunctional family, she finds herself with few opportunities and
desperately seeks solutions. Connections of family, friends, work-place, business, media and
community are explored in turn, and her father, Alan, faces an especially painful search for
redemption.
Social criticism, crushing metaphor, political fable
Joshua Tree is a critique of today’s USA with global interest and implications: it is timely,
probing, crucial and —like our times— unsettling. It’s framed by the Lehman Brother’s collapse,
the flash point in the ongoing global economic crisis (see details on the last page of kit).
Joshua Tree uses a restrained camera and static character blocking, creating a realistic,
cautionary and stark pallet reflecting the pallor of our times. It builds from the bland, detached,
sequestered and formulaic lives typical of today’s USA middle class —and as darkness of crises
settles in the curtain is pulled back revealing the unspeakable tragedies lurking just beyond.
Joshua Tree is about honesty and hope. It compares and contrasts family and cultural reactions
to crisis. Do we go-it-alone (self reliance) or work together to take care of each other?
Joshua Tree was made, says Director Cheng, with “profound tenderness”, as Luis Buñuel said
of Los Olvidados, and at a defining moment in the USA’s trajectory..
“I have spent my life judging the distance between American reality and the American dream”
— Bruce Springsteen
“What does the American dream mean to you?”
“What happened to the American dream?”
— Bill Moyers, PBS Frontline
(in-depth reports, see references on next page)
A new film from YQstudio, LLC
joshuatreefilm@gmail.com
Color / 97 min / English / subtitling available DCP / Blu-Ray / DVD / Private online screener
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Director’s statement
I’ve lived and traveled around the world: Africa, Americas, Asia, and Europe. As I move around, I’m
fascinated by the contrasts in how different peoples define the individual and relate to each other.
Families are particularly interesting, for example, what’s the interplay between strict self-reliance and
helping each other out? To me ordinary people are the most important and current times of crisis are the
most urgent and revealing, so I set Joshua Tree in a suburban middle-class family struggling through the
ongoing USA economic crisis.
I grew up in China. And like millions of people around the world, I looked to the USA as the land of
opportunity, freedom and equality —I moved to the USA in 1999. With the 2008 economic collapse,
millions of people were devastated and I was one of them: investments wiped out, piles of debt, no job,
no home, no car, no prospects. China’s booming so I could easily have moved back to my country of
origin, my parents and family would have loved that.
But I wanted to stay and contribute to my chosen country. The USA is at a crossroads: gridlocked
and polarized, generations of wealth wiped-out, millions of people losing their jobs and homes. So I made
Joshua Tree to explore the lives of ordinary people and families and to consider the status of the iconic
American dream, the “pursuit of happiness”, the “shining city on the hill”. Made with “profound
tenderness”, as Luis Buñuel said of Los Olvidados, and at a defining moment in the USA’s trajectory,
Joshua Tree starkly asks, “what’s missing?”
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•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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In the USA, about 700,000 people go missing annually – about 100,000 active cases at a given time; many
people are found quickly but about 2000 each year become long-term cases. Missing person’s cases seem
to be a media favorite, especially when it involves a young, white, attractive, upper middle-class woman,
see www.npr.org/2013/05/07/182000622;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missing_white_woman_syndrome; and,
https://www.findthemissing.org/documents/NamUs_Fact_Sheet.pdf
In the USA, there were over 3 million home foreclosures annually in the years following the 2008
economic collapse (and only about half a million annually before the collapse), see
http://www.statisticbrain.com/home-foreclosure-statistics; and about 2 million people annually were laid
off from their jobs in those same years (peak year: 2009 with nearly 3 million losing their jobs), see
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/archives/mmls_01252013.pdf
Joshua Tree attracted top contributors since they all had been hurt in the 2008 collapse, and agreed that the
devastating stories of ordinary people needed to be brought to the screen – “this story’s got to be told”.
And contributors identified directly with the characters and story, remarking things like “Oh, my Dad is
just like Alan”; “when I was really desperate, I thought about trying those same things..”; and, “Alan is a
combination of my Dad and my spouse’s Dad”.
Joshua Tree was made on a cooperative-collaborative model and would never have been made without
great sacrifices from everyone involved: all took very low pay, deferred pay, worked for food and/or
experience and credit only, volunteered and/or took greatly reduced pay. In order to make the film, the
Producers liquidated assets (sold home, cashed in retirement, spent savings, sold things like family jewelry
etc), borrowed money from family, and quit jobs to focus full-time on the film.
Joshua Tree features original music and performance by New York City-based award winning composer
Joel Diamond, and includes: “Americana”, “Dancing in Paris” and “Colors of Love”.
Joshua Tree production script is available in book form at http://www.amazon.com/dp/0982440952/
See Joshua Tree on imdb.com - the internet movie database at: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2267368/
“What does the American dream mean to you?” –and– “What happened to the American dream?”. Indepth reports by Bill Moyers, PBS “Frontline”, see http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/businesseconomy-financial-crisis/two-american-families/what-happened-to-the-american-dream/ –and–
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/business-economy-financial-crisis/two-american-families/whatdoes-the-american-dream-mean-to-you/
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Synopsis **spoiler alert**
Joshua Tree - American dream at the crossroads, a family’s
struggle. Set in the USA heartland, Kate’s living the “American
dream”, but everything changes following the 2008 economic
collapse. Kate’s husband loses everything in the stock market and
it’s the final blow to their marriage. Kate is left alone with two
young daughters, a house she obviously can’t afford, and few
opportunities.
Like millions of US Americans plunged into the
worst economic crisis since 1929, she’s determined to
earn enough money but soon falls behind and home
foreclosure looms. Self-reliance is dear, and family
communication is guarded especially about money, so
Kate avoids her father, Alan, and brother though they
are well-off. Instead she turns to her mother and a
friend, they try to help but have limited resources.
In desperation, Kate finally turns to a surprising
secret double-life in order keep the family home and
provide for her children while maintaining public
appearances. Connections of family, friends, workplace, business, media and community are explored in
turn, as people make defining choices. Kate’s father,
Alan, faces an especially painful search for redemption.
Kate (Kim Trimbo) – top image. Jennifer (Felicia Sabartinelli), left; Monica (Alejandra Venancio), center, Kate (Kim Trimbo), right –
middle image. Kate (Kim Trimbo), left, Julia (Eve Cohen), center, Alan (John Hoff), right – bottom image
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Production Team
Li Cheng (writer, director, producer). Born and raised in China and has lived in the USA since 1999. A
keen observer of culture, society and crisis, he's traveled extensively in the USA and has broad
international experience in Asia, Europe, Latin America, and North Africa. He holds a PhD from Rutgers
University. Joshua Tree is his first feature film.
Joel Diamond (composer). Credits include original score for The Believer (staring Ryan Gosling) the
Grand Jury Prize winner at Sundance Film Festival; Music department with Dead Man Walking, Oscar
winner for Best Actress and three other nominations (staring Susan Sarandon and Sean Penn); Music
department with Welcome to the Dollhouse, the Grand Jury Prize winner at Sundance Film Festival and
winner at Berlin International Film Festival; and writer of Grammy Award nominated song, for details see
Mr Diamond on imdb.com - the internet movie database.
Jeremy Dehn (editor). Credits include winner, Austin Film Festival Audience Award (see
http://www.austinfilmfestival.com/news/audience-award-winners-announced) for Miracle Investigators
(writer, director, editor - 2008), and winner for Best Editing for Joshua Tree at Cyprus International Film
Festival, for details see Mr Dehn on imdb.com - the internet movie database.
Ed Kaufman (post-production sound). Credits include sound design for 2012 Oscar winner, Saving Face,
see http://coupestudios.blogspot.com/2012/03/academy-award-saving-face.html
George F Roberson (co-writer, producer). Academic, advocate, entrepreneur. Fulbright Scholar (to
Morocco), he holds a PhD from the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. Researcher-adventurer, he’s
been to over fifty countries and hitched across the Sahara. Through his cooperative media NGO,
Collaborative Media International, he develops a variety of socially informed initiatives.

Cast

Crew

Kim Trimbo.......................................... Kate
John Hoff ..............................................Alan
Alejandra Venancio ........................ Monica
Eve Cohen ............................................. Julia
Felicia Sabartinelli ..........................Jennifer
Peter J. Walters ................................... Jesse
Brandon Kruhm.................................. Mike
Michael Haskins ...................................Sean
Sydney Wolff ...................................... Laura
Ella Cousino...................................... Justine
Bree Holcombe ................................ Claudia
Bradley Wilkerson ........................... “John”
Chloe Anderson.........................TV reporter
Chris Green ...........................Street Woman
Jennifer Kurtz .................Real Estate Agent
John Hockley .........................Club Manager
Maru Garcia ........................Monica’s Mom
Jonah Isaac Lujan................. Monica’s Son
Claudia Amacher .................Interviewee #4
Christina Gurrola ............................ Vocals

Li Cheng............. Writer, Director, Producer
George F Roberson ......co-Writer, Producer
Joel Diamond.................... Composer, Piano
Jeremy Dehn.......................................Editor
Robert LaRue ...............................................
................. Production Designer, co-Producer
Danny Valentine... Director of Photography
Samuel Doran ..................Assistant Director
Katie Gendill...... Wardrobe, Make-up Artist
Kayla Gendill............ Wardrobe, Hair Artist
Thomas Cassetta .....................Sound Mixer
Nate Skeen ......................................... Gaffer
Lauren Glover ....................Property Master
Ed Kaufman ............Sound Designer/Editor
Greg McRae.............Sound Designer/Editor
Peder Morgenthaler........................Colorist
Satya Peram..................... Assistant Camera
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Lehman Brother’s collapse – contextualizing Joshua Tree in news headlines
Lehman Brothers – the 158 year old institution, once among Wall Street’s largest banks, suddenly
collapsed in September 2008 rocking both sides of the Atlantic and dragging the world down into
economic oblivion (references below). Still in deep crisis, the world is just now starting to try to come to
grips with what happened, how it could happen, and the devastating worldwide long-term consequences.
It is precisely in this wrenching world, in this vital discussion and ongoing struggle that the film Joshua
Tree participates and elucidates. Joshua Tree is framed by the Lehman collapse —the defining moment
of our times.

Joshua Tree: social criticism, crushing metaphor, political fable
Joshua Tree is not an easy film: it is the opposite of escapism. It is a multilayered story and a hard-hitting
cultural and political critique of today’s USA and is rife with global implications and interest: it is timely,
probing, crucial and —and like our times— unsettling.
Joshua Tree is not simply about economic collapse. It is about broad collapses —of shared dreams,
commonly-held beliefs, and mutual trust between people. Joshua Tree asks, “how could this happen..? in
the richest, most powerful country the world has ever known..” Are we at the end of the “American
dream”? has it turned to nightmare? Joshua Tree relentlessly digs deeply into American culture and the
American family searching for answers.
How many times do we see a film taking up the struggle of the hearts, economics and every-day
behaviors of the American middle class family? How often do we see a direct comparison of differing
types of family cultures? When will we start paying attention to the monumental lives, and fascinating
and important struggles of ordinary people? Joshua Tree provides the all-to-rare opportunity.
Director Cheng uses a stirring and unique film language: a limited camera AND character movement,
creating a realistic, cautionary and stark pallet reflecting the pallor of our times. Joshua Tree builds from
the often bland, detached, sequestered and formulaic lives typical of today’s USA middle class. As
darkness settles in, the curtain is pulled back revealing the unspeakable tragedies lurking just beneath the
surface. Such a probing analysis could only come from a uniquely situated “insider/outsider” like Director
Cheng.
And Joshua Tree shows a great love of people and for their well-being; or, as the great Spanish Film
Director Luis Bunuel (http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000320/) said of his “Los Olvidados”
(http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0042804/) —made with a “profound tenderness”.
References:
1 – “the watershed moment in the financial crisis…when fear and uncertainty gripped…the world and
drove the world economy into the Great Recession” “Five Years Later, Lehman Brothers Fall Still
Stings”, National Public Radio, September 11, 2013, read the full article: www.npr.org/221460823
2 – “recalling the defining moment of the credit crunch, leading figures recall the shattering impact of
the bank’s collapse on the British financial sector” “Lehman Brothers collapse, five years on: ‘We had
almost no control’”, The Guardian, September 12, 2013, read the full article:
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/sep/13/lehman-brothers-collapse-five-years-later-shiver-spine
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